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"Get Comfortable
With Disruptive Ideas"

R'W photographer Jim Peck captured the Las Vegas Convention Center, lower
right, from atop the High Roller observation wheel. The NAB estimated
registered attendance at 103,000, compared to about 98,000 last year.
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Some broadcasters are excited about
the idea of using drones to check lowers or improve their news and traffic
coverage. AM's future is a big concer* right now, as are Nielsen Portable
People Meter encoding and FCC
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podcasting and AM's future

BY LESLIE STNVISON
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rating methodologies,
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plans to close many of its field offices.
Podcasting is seen by PDs, networks
and their distributers no longer as an
outlier but as apotential money-maker.
These are some of the radio themes
evident at the recent NAB Show. Here's
a roundup; find more coverage on
(continued on page 6)
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Mixed Reviews for Wheeler's AM Plans
Broadcasters disappointed about his
expressed reluctance on FM translators
BY LESLIE STIMSON
After months of industry speculation
about efforts to help AM station owners, FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler said
he intends to release a "revitalization"
report and order. He said it will give
AM owners more flexibility in siting
towers, complying with local zoning
requirements, obtaining power increases and incorporating energy-efficient
technologies. He said the FCC would
Ne3SHOW

2003, from 3,800 to 6,300, and that the
2003 figure would likely be more than
doubled as more translator CPs are built
out. Wheeler questioned whether there's
enough to go around for AMs, too.
"Nearly 4,000 translators have
changed hands since the 2009 order
that made them available to AM stations for the first time, including over
600 sales to AM stations," he wrote. He
asked why AMs need aspecial window,
and also whether government should
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to AMs since 2009. However, he said,
AMs seek a special window because
many translators are not in locations
that can benefit them; translators would
have to be moved closer to AM stations
than now allowed in one hop.
Fletcher Heald & Hildreth attorney
Harry Cole agreed. He blogged that "the
raw number of FM translators currently
authorized is irrelevant to the survival
of AM stations if those translators don't
happen to be located in areas where AM
stations can take advantage of them."
Cole said the ability to move atranslator to aplace where it can be used by
an AM licensee "is narrowly circum-
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From Left: Ben Downs, Ben Dawson, Greg Borgen, Andy Skotdal and Glynn
Walden debate the chairman's stance on AM revitalization and the pros and
cons of going all- digital.

"adopt specific measures to address
practical problems and interferencerelated issues that have long plagued
AM stations."
He made the announcement during
the week of the NAB Show in April.
However, the chairman believes other
proposals need further study, and plans
to release a further notice. This would
invite comment on some sort of expansion of day/night service for AMs that
serve small markets while protecting
the core service areas of Class As.
Bryan Broadcasting Vice President/
General Manager Ben Downs afterwards said he interpreted this as arollback of skywave protection.
The chairman also wants to explore
expanded band options; he believes
there's room for additional stations at
1606 to 1705 kHz, whether stations
migrating from the standard band, new
stations or all-digital signals.
But Wheeler questioned a proposal that AM owners wanted most and
that drew no opposition in public comments submitted to the commission: the
opportunity for AM owners to take part
in a special window to apply for FM
translators.
He said that the number of FM translators has increased 65 percent since

favor a given class of licensees "just
because the company owns alicense in
the AM band." He said he's committed to improving operations of existing
licensees as well as new entrants.
He did not explicitly mention lowpower FMs; but many AM experts with
whom Radio World spoke say LPFMs
fear that awindow would allow AMs to
use up available spectrum for translators, limiting growth opportunities for
their service.
In akeynote to NAB Show attendees
later that week, Wheeler commented
further on his translator position; he
said he intends to address how FM
translators can be used to benefit "not
just some licensees, but all licensees,
including new licensees." NAB President/CEO Gordon Smith told reporters
afterwards he needs to learn more about
the chairman's FM translator concerns.
Attorneys commenting to Radio
World were puzzled by the FM translator stance. Womble Carlyle attorney and
RW contributor John Garziglia said that
atranslator window would simply allow
AM owners a chance to participate in
an auction; nobody, he said, would be
"given anything."
He agreed with Wheeler that more
than 600 FM translators have been sold

scribed" and that a new application
window won't help AMs much " unless
the constraints on such moves are significantly loosened."
The chairman didn't specify when
his AM decisions would be released,
estimating it would happen in "coming
weeks."
Commissioner Ajit Pai, who has been
pushing for AM revitalization within
the agency since 2013, hopes the chairman will move on the AM proposals " in
the next couple of months."
DISAPPOINTED
Broadcasters on a Broadcast Engineering Conference panel about AM
radio were less than thrilled with the
chairman's remarks, especially with
Wheeler's hesitation on translators.
"It's not the news Iwanted to hear,"
said moderator Ben Downs, vice president and general manager of Bryan
Broadcasting. AMs should be allowed
broader access to translators because of
rising noise levels, he said. "The argument Iwould make is Part 15. We didn't
make AM unlivable, the iPhones did
that, and laptop computer screens and
florescent lights."
If the FCC was unwilling to enforce
(continued on page 5)
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IFROM THE EDITOR
BY PAUL McLANE
Throughout this issue, we share snapshots from
this year's NAB Show. Our photographs give an
overview of the experience on the show floor and in
various workshops and addresses.
On Saturday of the convention, Ivisited the SBE
Ennes Workshop to present Wayne Pecena with his
Radio World Excellence in Engineering Award,

During the SBE Ennes Workshop, Wayne
Pecena, second from left, was persuaded to
pause in teaching fundamentals of IP long
enough to accept aplaque as Radio World's
Excellence in Engineering Award recipient
for the past year. From Left: SBE Executive
Director John Poray; recipient Wayne Pecena;
SBE President Joe Snelson; NAB EVP/Chief
Technology Officer Sam Matheny; SBE Ennes
Foundation Trustee Fred Baumgartner; and
Radio World Editor in Chief Paul McLane.
which we announced last winter.
Recipients represent the highest ideals of the U.S.
radio broadcast engineering profession and reflect

those ideals through contributions to the industry.
As Inoted in an earlier profile, Pecena is director of
engineering at Educational Broadcast Services in the Office
of Information Technology at Texas A&M University, which
operates KAMU(TV) and KAMU(FM). A primary reason
for honoring him was his commitment to lifelong professional education; so it was appropriate that Ifound Pecena
lecturing aroom jam-packed with engineers furiously taking
notes about his networking material. One participant told me
later that his content was "remarkable, really college-level."
My thanks to the society leadership for allowing me to
surprise Wayne that morning, and to NAB's Sam Matheny
for making time to join us.
Separately, our publisher John Casey and Iwant to thank
our industry friends who came out for aTuesday breakfast
to remember Radio World's colleague, the late Dale Tucker,
who died last September at age 73. Dale spent 17 years as a
regional sales manager for Radio World when it was owned
by ¡MAS Publishing, working for founder Steve Dana; and he
was often seen at conventions in the company of his sales colleagues Skip Tash or John Casey. He also helped launch sister
publication Pro Audio Review. You can read my earlier blog
post about Dale's life and career at http:Iltinyurl.comIrwdale.
"Kudos to everyone for making it there on such abusy
week to honor asoul who shaped Radio World and was so
much apart of our lives," John Casey said.
In the next few issues, we'll cover more show themes;
we'll introduce you to recipients of our Best of Show
Awards; and we'll report on numerous other hardware
introductions in our Summer of Products issues.
And if you can't wait that long, check out our new postshow NAB Post-Sees & Debriefing webinar on May 20.
It's free, and this year we focus strictly on new products.
Register at http:Ilradioworld.comlwebinars113.
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the excess RF emitted from Part 15
devices, "Ithink it's incumbent on the
FCC to fix it," Downs said.
"It creates areal problem for us," said
Greg Borgen, owner of WDGY(AM) in
St. Paul, Minn. "We were hoping we'd
get some translators; now this shoots
this down." Prices for FM translators
have shot up into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, becoming harder for
AM owners to afford. "The cost is unbelievable for something that you have no
assurance that you will be able to use."
Downs favors moving small- and
medium-market AMs to FM translators. After ayear, if the new signals are
not causing interference, he thinks they
should be granted authorization and the
owners would turn in their original AM
licenses, to clear out spectrum for larger
stations.
CBS Radio SVP Engineering Glynn
Walden said the commission should
support most of the proposals that were
in the FCC's AM revitalization proceeding. But he said the proposals on
which the commission received public
comment "really helped a limited few
and nibble at the edge of the problem.
The AM transmission system is difficult
to buy and maintain."
He said FCC practices have favored
quantity over quality, which has led to
sub-optimal signal coverage in many
cases.
ALL-DIGITAL DISCUSSIONS CONTINUE
Reaction to the Wheeler announcement also crossed over into discussions
of whether radio is ready for all-digital
transmission on the AM band.
Andy Skotdal, owner of S-R Broadcasting, reacted to the news by saying,
"It's this kind of limp response that
makes me wonder whether AM alldigital is ever going to happen." But
Skotdal did agree with Wheeler that the
commission should allow broader use
of power-saving technologies like the
Modulation-Dependent Carrier Level
transmission algorithm. He said he's
"saving $4,000 amonth" with MDCL.
The question of apossible all-digital
future for AM remains ahot one.
Skotdal's two diplexed AMs in the
Seattle metro were two of nine stations
on which NAB Labs conducted field
tests for all-digital HD Radio transmission and reception on the band. He liked
what he heard, though he noted dropouts. "Unless your transmitter site is in
the middle of the metro, the signal can't
overcome buildings."
And he remains skeptical of any
near-term move to all-digital authorizations. "When you see the FCC move in
miniscule steps, and often the wrong
steps, Idon't see how you can get any

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD
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DIGITAL DRIVE TESTS COMPLETE

NAB Labs has been conducting field tests, lab tests and allocation studies
related to all-digital AM HD Radio transmission and reception.
The goal is to understand the effect that all-digital AM transmission
may have on the FCC's current rules, according to NAB Senior Director of
Advanced Engineering David Layer, should the industry decide to ask the
commission to authorize all-digital AM HD Radio transmission.
Field driving tests for nine stations are now complete.
The big takeaways are that coverage of the all-digital AM signal "greatly
exceeds" the hybrid AM HD Radio signal, said Layer. The all-digital AM HD
Radio signal is "significantly more robust" than hybrid digital AM, he said. It's
also more immune to noise and interference than either analog or hybrid AM
and can be received on existing HD Radio tuners.
But he said NAB Labs also learned that all-digital AM coverage is " highly
dependent on co- and adjacent-channel interference" and that nighttime
performance " is an issue" that needs to be investigated more thoroughly.
We've reported that if the FCC ever were to authorize all-digital AM transmission, it would probably do so first for daytime use only.
Co-channel interference lab testing should be wrapped up in acouple of
months and Layer hopes to present those findings at the NAB Radio Show.
— Leslie StImson

traction on this issue."
Commenting on a possible move to
all-digital, WDGY's Greg Borgen said,
"AM is all Iknow. Something has to
start to move the ball forward."
There's no question the band will
be all-digital someday, in the opinion
of Hatfield & Dawson President Ben
Dawson; but unanswered is which system would be used — whether iBiquity
technology, or Digital Radio Mondiale,
or even another system not yet in the
marketplace.
But Dawson said some of his smallmarket clients are adamant that they
will never pay aprivate company, meaning iBiquity, "for the privilege of going
digital."
Walden of CBS Radio said DRM
would have to be vetted as HD Radio
was, which could take four to five years.
He is former vice president of broadcast
engineering for iBiquity Digital and
holds several HD Radio patents.
Panelists discussed pros and cons
of a hypothetical government receiver
mandate to hasten market penetration
of digital receivers and discussed how
much penetration would be necessary
before broadcasters would convert to
all-digital signals, making analog-only
receivers obsolete.
The "marketplace has responded
weakly" to the hybrid digital transition,
according to Dawson. He and Skotdal
support a receiver mandate, including
AM digital chipsets, similar to how
television made its digital transition.
Walden also supports a mandate but
doubts it will happen due to NAB opposition.
Skotdal said he'd consider going alldigital once HD Radio receiver penetration hits about 70 percent; Walden
doesn't believe radio owners would be
willing to let go of the remaining 30

percent of their audience.
They also debated whether a radio
migration to television analog Channels
5 and 6 would be feasible, considering
the upcoming television spectrum auction and subsequent repack. Skotdal
believes there would be room for radio
and that this might be abetter long-term
solution than all-digital on AM because
of the rising noise floor on the band.
Downs doubts radio would be allowed
allocations on analog Channels 5and 6
"without afight."
On this panel, amajority of speakers
agreed there should be fewer AM stations on the analog band to reduce noise.
But it is aprovocative and controversial
idea for AM owners. Skotdal had posed
this suggestion in a commentary in
Radio World earlier this year, and said
he subsequently was threatened by a
small-market broadcaster about it.
Should the industry decide to seek
FCC authorization for all-digital on the
band, Skotdal says there are a laundry
list of things to consider first, including standards for all-digital allocations,
interference and an HD carrier mask.
He also mentioned controlling conversion costs, increasing receiver penetration, creating licensee incentives, developing affordable field testing gear and
setting digital sunrise and analog sunset
dates.
Several panelists repeated atheme of
recent years: that time is running out for
AM. "There are some days Ifear that
we can see our shelf life," said Downs.
Walden said, "Ilove AM radio. Iwant
to see it get better and survive. ... Analog
is an historical artifact that we need help
to move on from our regulators."
Dawson added, "Idon't think analog
[AM] will ever go away, but in large,
industrialized countries its practical use
is slowly fading."
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Voltair Creates Drama
Telos' 25-Seven Systems debuts PPM processor/monitor
BY LESLIE STIMSON
A processor/monitor that debuted at
the show generated lots of conversation
among broadcasters and programmers
who use Nielsen Portable People Meter
ratings.
As we reported in the March 25 issue,
the Voltair is made by 25-Seven Systems, part of the Telos Alliance. Its debut
fanned the ambivalence that some programmers feel about the accuracy of the
PPM encoding and monitoring process.
Nielsen acquired Arbitron in 2013
and as part of that, acquired that PPM
ratings measurement technology. Some
programmers and engineers believe that
stations airing "soft" formats, like classical music or talk, don't encode as well in
the PPM process as "loud" formats, like
rock, do, and that programmers further
can "game" the system by adopting certain programming tricks with their audio.
HIGH STAKES
Some of the programmers who doubt
the validity of the encoding process
believe placing Voltair in their processing
chain will ensure that station ratings are
more accurate, while other observers who
spoke to Radio World on condition of anonymity deem the product a "black box"
that could potentially do the opposite.
Telos said it has sold more than 300
of the units at alist price of $ 15,000 and

that the device is on the air in every PPM
market in the United States. Some programmers believe that if aprocessor can
help produce even small improvements
in ratings performance, it could mean
significant difference in revenue, especially for stations in the largest markets.
Attention to the product drew the
notice of Nielsen. The research firm has
not commented to Radio World or other

tially, the statement indicated that Telos
and Nielsen have been talking for several
months to see if they can come to a "winwin path for all of the relevant stakeholders" and that "Telos is working with
Nielsen to support their efforts to test the
effect of Voltair on audience measurement." According to Telos, Nielsen has
had aVoltair unit to test since January.
In aseparate note to clients, Nielsen

Telos said the device is on the air in every PPM
market in the United States.

press on the Voltair, but tension between
Nielsen and Telos was evident before the
conference and during two Broadcast
Engineering Conference panels.
Nielsen distributed a note to clients
stating that it "does not recommend that
clients use the Voltair" until its testing
and validation are complete. Telos Alliance CEO Frank Foti responded with a
client memo titled "Nielsen Schmielsen!"
Cornelius Gould, senior algorithm
developer for the Telos Alliance, and Dr.
Barry Blesser, director of engineering
for 25-Seven Systems, both said Nielsen
asked them to read a statement at the
start of their NAB presentations. Essen-

said it will update clients when its testing
is complete.
Gould was careful to use the term
"watermarking" rather than PPM or Portable People Meter during his presentation. Blesser noted that "PPM, which
is a registered trademark of watermark
encoding, belongs to a larger class of
watermark encoding," and he wasn't just
discussing one system.
After the Gould session, a Nielsen
representative who attended twice told
Radio World that he couldn't comment
on the issue. A third attempt to contact
the company for a comment was not
answered.

RADIO TRENDS
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(continued from page 1)

AM's future on page 3. More topics, including HD
Radio, NextRadio, FM chips and the connected car, will
be covered in the next issue.

Promotional cards at the show publicized Blesser's session and stated, "It's
not about flaws in the system. Voltair
simply helps you get the listening credit
you deserve." These cards subsequently
were pulled from the booth, according
to 25-Seven Systems VP and Founder Geoff Steadman, who said Nielsen
"asked us to tone it down."
LOTS OF GUESSING
Some broadcasters speculated to Radio
World that Nielsen could resolve the situation by buying the technology from Telos;
but when asked whether such an offer had
been made, Steadman said, "No one's
made us an offer that Iknow about."
A broadcast source close to the former
Arbitron said that Nielsen is probably
trying to determine in its testing whether
the Voltair amounts to "gaming" its
ratings system. Broadcasters have tried
various "home-brewed" methods to do
that over the years, but if caught, the
research firm can "de-list" your station
from the local ratings. "And then good
luck getting your money back" for the
balance of the contract, he said.
Before the show, Nielsen told attendees
at an SBE meeting in Columbia, Md., that
it has developed an updated PPM encoder
and confidence monitor. Its new encoders
are in use at some 300 stations, we've
reported; Nielsen hasn't released its new
monitors to stations as yet. It's unclear if
the updated versions address what some
perceive to be system shortcomings.
Numerous observers summed up the
situation this way: "It's about to get uglier" because now lawyers are involved.

"There are no facts about the future. It is ours to create. We can choose to sit idle, or choose" to act, he said.
Connectivity will increase; data costs will come down;
consumers will be more demanding; and data will be
more important, he said.

WHEELER: PIRATE ENFORCEMENT

MATHENY: ENGINEERS MATTER

WON'T SLACKEN

MORE THAN EVER

Chairman Tom Wheeler said an FCC plan to close to
close two-thirds of Enforcement Bureau field offices and
cut the number of field agents by half does not mean the
commission is backing away from its responsibilities in
interference protection.
The proposal would leave the agency with eight field
offices and 33 field agents. But pirate enforcement won't
diminish, according to Wheeler, who acknowledged
broadcasters' apprehension over the closure plan.
NAB and the agency are in talks about the proposal.
"We want to work with you:' he told broadcasters at the
convention.
Before the show, NAB VP Spectrum Policy Bob
Weller — who began his career as aradio inspector in
the FCC's San Francisco field office — blogged that the
agency should reverse course.
Wheeler, without getting into specifics, pledged to
put more field agents on the ground in Miami and New

Broadcasting is at a crossroads and must be guided
by change, choice and principles, according to NAB
Executive Vice President/Chief Technology Officer Sam
Matheny.
"Most of the challenges our industry faces are driven
by new technologies. This means the role of the broadcast
engineer is more important than ever," he told attendees in
his first Broadcast Engineering Conference keynote. "We
must get comfortable with disruptive ideas."
"It used to be when abroadcast engineer was asked
about ` 10T: he would most likely answer with something about the way inductive output tubes impact the
RF amplification; a discussion of klystrons and efficiency gains would soon ensue," Matheny said.
"But today, if asked about IOT, that same engineer
may just as likely — perhaps even more likely — start
talking about the 'Internet Of Things' and aTV every-

"We can choose to sit idle, or choose" to act, said
NAB EVP/CTO Sam Matheny in his first Broadcast
Engineering Conference keynote.
where or streaming radio strategy."
IP connectivity is expanding, and today's radio and
TV engineers must understand that the merger of IT
and engineering functions is something "we all must
effectively manager

(continued on page 8)
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York, both hotbeds of pirate activity; and
he reiterated what Enforcement Bureau
Chief Travis LeBlanc said: Every agent
will be an electrical engineer.
"This is a situation of new realities
demanding areassessment of how we do
business," Wheeler said. Keeping all field
offices open costs some $ 10 million a
year, two to four times the cost of operations under the more centralized plan. He
called overhead costs "ridiculously high."
On the day he spoke, the FCC fined a
New York pirate $20,000.
In response to aquestion from Radio
World after the speech, NAB President/
CEO Gordon Smith took a pragmatic approach. He said he understands
broadcasters have concerns over how the
commission handles enforcement, but
believes the agency should be given an
opportunity to demonstrate how it can
work more effectively.
"It's not ahill that the NAB is going
to" climb, Smith said. If the chairman "thinks this is a more reasonable
approach!' he's fine with it. "Ijust care
about the result."
Some members of Congress, meanwhile, are taking acloser look.
Democratic
House
Commerce
Committee staffer Margaret McCarthy
participated in a panel moderated by
former Commissioner Robert McDowell.
She said the FCC's "budget has been
essentially flatlined" and that it's trying
to do more with less. "Our Democratic
members have said we can't really punish the agency" when Congress isn't
providing more resources.
However, GOP members are paying
close attention to the field closure plan.
"We care alot about what's going on in the
field!' said House Commerce Committee
Republican staffer Dave Redl. He said
that House Telecommunications and
Technology Subcommittee Chairman
Rep. Greg Walden ( R-Ore.), a former
radio station owner, "has said the FCC
should focus on its core mission — to
prevent interference."
In late April, four GOP House lawmakers said they were giving the FCC
until May 7 to turn over material related to the proposal. They are Walden,
Committee Chair Fred Upton (R-Mich.),
Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee Chairman Tim Murphy (R-Pa.) and

NX Series
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Rep. Mike Pompeo ( R-Kan.) They asked
for all material related to the closure plan
and told the FCC that the proposal to
reduce its geographic footprint "appears
to ignore the impact this might have on
the commission's public interest goal."
In a subsequent letter, Walden and
Ander Crenshaw, ( R-Fla.) chair of the
Financial Services and General Government Appropriations Subcommittee,
asked for material related to how the
"Tiger Teams" would be able to respond
to interference concerns within 24 hours
and what regions in the country experience the highest interference rates.

handled by adeputy chief as is the case
now, according to LeBlanc.
He said that the agency will continue
to "assess if we need to restructure" the
plan as it gets implemented. "That's certainly on the table." He said the bureau
is "actively engaged with NAB" on this
proposal.
Paul Tinkle is president of radio group
Thunderbolt Broadcasting; its stations
serve small markets in western Tennessee
and Kentucky. He asked LeBlanc to
reconsider. He envisioned broadcasters
having to call Washington to complain
about competing stations drifting off-

O'RIELLY FLOATS
ANTI- PIRATE SCHEME

Photo by Leslie Stimson
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Enforcement Bureau Chief Travis LeBlanc is interviewed by predecessor David
Solomon.
LEBLANC: FIELD OFFICE
STRUCTURE OLD, COSTLY
New Enforcement Bureau Chief
Travis LeBlanc says the office closure
plan reflects an effort to modernize the
bureau and use its increasingly scarce
resources wisely.
The structure of the field offices is 20
years old, too costly and not effectively
focused on the commission's current or
future needs, he and Wheeler believe.
"We're beginning to think about where
we need to direct our scarce resources to
reach the maximum impact!' he said.
This means "doing less of some work and
more of other work." LeBlanc was interviewed by moderator David Solomon,
himself a former Enforcement Bureau
chief and now a partner at Wilkinson
Barker Knauer.
LeBlanc said that when he arrived at
the bureau ayear ago, morale in the field
was low and no one was being replaced
in the field offices because of the agency's "flatlined budget." He said that "over
50 percent" of the 63 field agents are
eligible for retirement.
Under the proposal, broadcasters
— now accustomed to working with
regional field offices — would communicate instead to an FCC person in
Washington. That position would oversee the field directors and parcel out
the work, and it would be a full-time
position, not one duty among several

frequency or exceeding licensed power.
In smaller markets, Tinkle said, field
offices are the face of the commission.
"When that FCC inspector comes in, he's
really the voice of God."
He also pressed LeBlanc to give field
agents new measurement tools. LeBlanc
assured him part of the proposal is to
modernize equipment.

NO PIRATES IS THE GOAL
The agency plans to change its
approach to pirate radio, according to
LeBlanc.
Broadcasters are worried that interference from pirates will become rampant in the wake of the FCC cutbacks;
some told Radio World the commission
seems to be backing away from spectrum
enforcement, reacting to the proposal
with words like "unconscionable" and " it
sickens me."
LeBlanc likened fighting pirates to
playing Whac-A-Mole; the agency gets
apirate off the air only to see it turn up
again six months later.
"We need to think about, when we
take action, that [the pirate] is actually
off the air and things to prevent pirates
ever getting on the air. We want to get to
aworld where there are no pirates on the
airwaves!' said LeBlanc. He said he'll
work with NAB and broadcasters on
"policy options that remove incentives"
for pirates.

FCC Commissioner Michael O'Rielly
acknowledged that the agency's enforcement resources are stretched. "We need
to consider other ways to remove the
scourge that is pirate radio."
The GOP commissioner discussed
his ideas during the show, saying that
pirate radio "causes unacceptable economic harm to legitimate and licensed
American broadcasters by stealing listeners."
He cited a legal approach that's been
used to combat email spam, saying it may
work for broadcasters too. The "CANSPAM Act of 2003" essentially authorizes
Internet service providers to seek out "bad
actors" for a host of illegal activity and
recoup their losses. (The acronym stands
for "Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing.")
"If we can narrowly permit alimited
and targeted private right of action here,
to be used only by broadcasters, it could
provide a valuable tool to tackle a persistent problem in some radio markets."
This framework serves as a good
model to provide more options outside
of the FCC process for deterring and
eliminating pirate radio, according to
O'Rielly.
Such a rule change may need congressional approval, and he emphasized
that he's not suggesting consumers be
allowed to file lawsuits against pirate
stations.
O'Rielly says his proposal is not related to the agency plan to reduce its field
offices; he has not taken a position on
that issue.
Queried by Radio World about the
commissioner's comments proposal,
several broadcast engineers expressed
concern about their stations going after
pirates directly, noting that illegal operators often set up their gear in bad neighborhoods. "We're not the police. Nor are
our attorneys!' said one head of engineering of aradio group.
FEDS SEE BROADCAST
ROLE IN NEXTGEN EAS
Federal regulators emphasized that
broadcasters definitely have arole to play
in the future of EAS. Representatives of
the FCC and FEMA also discussed how
next-generation alerting could benefit
alert originators, emergency managers
and broadcasters; and they talked about
the advantages of integrating IP-enabled
technologies into the broadcast platform.
FCC Public Safety & Homeland
Security Bureau Chief David Simpson
said the federal vision for the future of
emergency alerting "will only enhance
(continued on page 10)
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the role broadcasters will play. First
responders get a lot of well-deserved
credit, but broadcasters are first informers."
"We envision a public communications model in which EAS works handin-glove with other services:' like 911,
for example, said Simpson. Using metadata, alerts can be geo-targeted, and
devices can decide if they pertain to the
user or not.
FEMA is dedicated to maintaining
the public warning system, Assistant
Administrator of the National Continuity
Program Damon Penn said. Even though
wireless alerts are now receiving alot of
press and attention, he reassured broadcasters that "we're committed to EAS."
FEMA is "looking to leverage HD
Radio, hybrid radio and NextRadio" and
even the FM chip in EAS, said Penn.
Yet the feds also are looking to broadcasters to tell them what they think broadcasting will look like 10 to even 30 years
from now to plan for the future EAS.
FEMA has been prepping for another
national EAS test. Asked about the status
of areport and order regarding that test,
Simpson said it's on the eighth floor of
FCC headquarters for commissioners'
review. Though he couldn't predict when

NEWS
it would be complete, he looked forward
to "being able to announce something
soon."

PODCASTING
COMES OF AGE
Is this the "golden age" of podcasting? Podcast One Founder/CEO Norm
Pattiz asked that question of a panel at
the Radio and Internet Newsletter Conference.
Andy Bowers, chief content officer
for Slate/Panoply Media, said when he
began podcasting, new vistas immediately opened. "Look at all the things
you can do that you can't do on radio.
There's no clock, and Ican do it from
my desk," said Bowers, a former NPR
correspondent.
"We're making it up as we go along:'
said Bowers. "Podcasting is the way of
the future."
Pattiz said one of the reasons he got
into podcasting after 35 years in radio
is that podcast listeners are P1 listeners
"and now you've got social media to
promote to them."
Pattiz asked Tom Leykis how podcasting is different than radio. Leykis
said that in radio "you spend 77 percent
of your time chasing P2s and P3s, the
people who don't love you." In contrast,

Voice: 610-9,57
Email: SaleseStudlo
Web:

w

Ma\ (). 2015

ww.studiotechnology.com

Is this the "golden age of podcasting"? Podcast One Founder/CEO Norm Pattiz
raised the question at the Radio and Internet Newsletter conference.
in podcasting, "the P1 is everything."
said Leykis.
"They pay your bills, show up at events
and tweet about you:' he continued.
"When Iworked at astation, the listeners
found commercials to be an intrusion. In
podcasting, the listener understands if
they want their favorite programming, it's
got to have advertising."
Podcasters are starting to become bigger players in the media ecosystem, said

Pattiz. "We sink or swim together."
Indeed, "Serial," the podcast about a
1999 murder in Baltimore, was the first
podcast to win aGeorge Foster Peabody
Award, announced shortly after the convention.
Did you attend the NAB Show? What
wereyourtakeaways?Emai/radioworlde
nbmedia.com with Letter to the Editor in
the subject field.
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As the NAB Show opened, Chairman
Tom Wheeler blogged: " In the coming

Where Contpnt Comes to Life

weeks, Iintend to conclude this open

IN PHOTOS

item with aReport and Order that will
buttress AM broadcast service and ease
regulatory burdens on AM broadcasters." But he questioned wider use of

Ke NAB/Robb Cohen Photograplly

FM translators to serve AM licensees.

A crowd gathers outside the the Central Hall as the NAB Show exhibition prepares
to open Monday morning. Next year, the Radio/Audio hall moves back to the
North Hall.
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Steve Lee, Left,
of Netcast Studio
and podcaster
Dave Lee do a
Iconic entertainer Jerry Lewis received the NAB's Distinguished

live Web feed

Service Award and thanked broadcasters for supporting his work to

from the floor of

benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Association. " If it wasn't for you, atot

the North Hall.

of kids would be suffering worse," he said. NAB President/CEO Gordon
Smith looks on.
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NEWSROUNDUP
MUSIC: The NAB, several radio/
audio organizations and other
consumer/retail entities with an
interest in music licensing are members of acoalition to
"protect the music
economy." It calls
itself the " Music.
Innovation.
Consumers.
Coalition" and
wants policymakers " to ensure
that upcoming decisions on copyright are
grounded in rationality, affordability
and predictability so that the music
economy can continue to thrive and
grow." The record- label- backed
musicFirst Coalition deemed the
group " a new bottle for the same old
artist- stiffing wine."
The MIC Coalition described the
next two years as pivotal, with decisions pending that have the potential
to determine where and how music
is played and what costs consumers
and users will bear. Congress is considering more music royalty legislation; the Copyright Royalty Board has
another webcasting rate- setting process; and the Department of Justice
is reviewing music royalty consent
decrees for ASCAP and BMI.
Radio/audio members include NPR,
Pandora, iHeartMedia, Cox, EMF's
K- LOVE network and Salem. The CEA
and Digital Media Association are
members, as are Amazon, Google,
hotel, retail, restaurant and communications associations.

aren't operating the way the commission intended. The LPTVs say they

SCOTT MASON: CBS Radio Los Angeles
announced that regional Director of Engineering
Scott Mason, right, died April 19; he was 55.
Mason had been in that position for 15 years,

are operating within the law. LPTVs
and TV translators were supposed to

overseeing technical operations for 45 stations in
the cluster. He joined KROQ(FM) as aweekend DJ

end analog transmissions and transition to digital by Sept. 1. The Media
Bureau suspended the deadline so
that LPTVs and TV translators can
skip paying to build digital facilities

and chief engineer in 1979. CBS Radio colleague
and Radio World Technical Advisor Tom McGinley
said, " Scott was tirelessly committed to his work
and the company.... Scott had struggled with
various auto-immune and kidney issues for most
of his life. But he was always afighter and never
complained or even talked about his health chal-

before they know if they're going to
take part in the upcoming incentive
auction and subsequent spectrum

lenges." The company said a memorial service
would be held in coming weeks.

repack.
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— VPN Remote Voice tracking
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— Mufti-sound card Console interface
— Live SAutomated Games with Rain delay
— Share audio files across the hall or continent

Scalable, high speed Radio Automation for Multistudio, Multisite Applications

MUSIC II: At a House Judiciary
Committee hearing in April, U.S.
Register of Copyrights Maria Pallante
called the Fair Play Fair Pay Act an
"excellent legislative framework"
that would enact reforms. She said
the lack of an AM/FM performance

--
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speed ... power... and control

right was " indefensible." Radio
broadcasters say they pay licensing
fees for copyrighted music and that
this measure would force them to

Digilink-HO (OHO) is designed from the ground up for today's fast paced, distributed content, single station or multi- site Group. It empowers

pay twice, putting struggling stations out of business. Pallante urged

to work faster, work smarter, and do more. For On Air, OHO supports live on air, live assist, hard disk automation, satellite automation, and

lawmakers to bring all forms of radio
under asingle rate standard, which
the bill would do.

station or across the planet. To create live sounding automation and facilitate flexible use of talent. OHO features apowerful sque editor, voice

FRANKEN FM: So-called Franken
FMs got a reprieve from the FCC.
Commission rules don't explicitly
forbid low- power television broadcasters from essentially operating as
FM stations on 87.7 and 87.9 MHz,
but the FCC has been reviewing that.
Some radio operators claim they
receive interference from LPTVs acting as FMs and that such stations

local and remote talent to collaborate to deliver exciting content, build your audience share, and increase sales. OHO has the tonls to enable you

Games automation. OHO supports multiple sound cards for interface to aconsole and live crossfading. Audio files can be shared across the

track recorder- editor, and remote voice tracking over aVPN (virtual private network). The voice track recorder- editor supports complete control plus the ability to assign amusic bed under the voice track with ducking. OHO supports any kind of programming and any size market or
multi- site group.
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www.arrakis-systems.cont`
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Mount aFlat- Screen Monitor to aRack
And get your manuals while the getting's good

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset
Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

W

e often need to put a computer
monitor in a rack; and usually
we'll just plop it on ashelf.
Curt Yengst, CSRE, is engineer for
Pillar of Fire's WAWZ(FM) in New

Jersey. He wanted to mount aflat-screen
monitor more securely in arack in his
Technical Operations Center. He took
step-by-step pictures to show the simple
process.
If your LCD monitor has VESA
standard mounting holes in the back, it
can be mounted on a standard 19-inch
rack panel easily. For adequate support,
use ablank panel three rack units high

^••
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Fig. 2: Center the panel to the monitor and mark the four mounting holes ...

•••• •

Fig. 1: A spare 3RU panel can help you rack- mount amonitor.

YOUR ULTIMATE

SUPPLY 8t SERVICE SOLUTION

(3 RU), centering the monitor mounting
holes on the panel, as seen in Fig. 2.
Then drill holes to match those on the
back of the screen.
Curt adds ahelpful hint: To create a
template for drilling the holes, draw a
square exactly 10 x 10 cm and drill the
holes at the corners.
Once the holes are drilled, select the
appropriate machine screws to mount the
panel to the back of the screen mount, as
in Fig. 3. Finish by screwing the screen/
panel assembly into the rack. Utilizing
the monitor's VESA mounting holes, this
monitor isn't going anywhere!
(continued on page 18)
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AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Features:

The ! NOmini 635 FM/RDS is a
web- enabled FM receiver for

>Remote monitoring at transmitter/translator sites

remote signal monitoKng from
the transmitter/translator site
or any remote location.

>Tunes the 761VIHz to 108MHz FM band
>Analog AUX input monitors hardwired audio feeds
>Full dynamic browser support including audio
streaming through the Web Interface
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>Logs RSSI, Audio Loss, RDS Errors

a

The 635 streams off-air audio or
wired audio feedback to any
computer, tablet,

>Email/SMS error messaging; SNMP support

BandScannet

>Measures audio levels for accurate diagnosis

or mobile

device.

>Easy to set up and use
>Headphone jack

•
•

>Small form factor: 1.6"H x5.5"W x5.5'D
>Optional rack mount accessory can mount 1-3
INOmini's in a1U space (shown below)

The browser interface enables
remote tuning, displays audio
levels, RDS data, and logs signal
parameters. Error messaging by
Email/SMS; SNMP supported.

•
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Banish the PC from the Studio. Virtualize IT.
Which one of these doesn't belong? IVhcrophone. Console.
Monitcr. Or, that noisy, tarp- of- a - bok that is the PC workstatior

Cris Alexander On Technology Disconnect

in your on- air studio?

'You know that big disconnect where you have new technology
The PC workstation obvioi_sly needs to go, and we don't mean to the

on the way in and old technology on the way out, and a budget

equipment room where all the other noisy things end up. " KVMing" it from

that doesn't quite cover it?

the TOC to the on- air studio lust adds cabling and complexity that can

We've all experienced awkward technology transitions. But there are some

mess

engineers, like Cris Alexander. the DOE for Crawford Broadcasting, who

lip

toLchscreen controls.

seem to manage these better than most. Cris has been using Wheatstone

The point is, you don't need it. as Greg Armstrong, the DOE for RadiOhio,

consoles and network systems since at least 2005. when ne purchased

will tell you. He recently iraCàled thin clien* replacements no bigger than

our TDM router with G-6 consoles. He's been known to get a budget

a laptop that snap onto the back of the studio monitor, doing away with

to stretch like taffy across five major markets and several decades of

all PCs for his group's six WheatNet-IP studios and four edit booths in

technology.

Columbus, Ohio.

For the entire story...

For the entire story...

Go to: INN22.wheatstone.com

Go to: INN22.wheatstorie.com

Getting the

Perfect

Right HD

for LPFM

Radio Blend

Strearr ir,

Hail to time

Podcasts!

alignment!
As you've no doubt

Audioarts 08

E

breaMs new

Arl

ground for tiny,

heard by now, Belar's

low-cost mixer.

ADC algorithm, a new feature of its FMHD-1 modulation monitor, makes

This past NAB. Wheatstole and Audioars introduced a number of new

live, off- air measurements of the timing differences between the HD Radio
and analog signal. By combining Belar's ADC algorithm vvi1h the intelligence

mixing consoles, process, network devices and more. The brand new

built into every Wheats:one on- air processor, the nagging problem of that

Audioarts 08 introduces rew levels in functionality for an exceptionally low

not- so- graceful HD- blend-to- analog is finally solved.

price. Check if out - and ALL the ne vr gear introduced at NAB...

For the entire story...

Just click he -e!

Go to: INN22.wheatstone.com

Go to: INN22.wheats -.one.co -n
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Fig. 4: Here's arear view of the panel supporting the monitor.

WORKBENCH
(continued from page 14)

Figs. 4 and 5 show the completed
mount. A simple project, and the finished
product makes the effort worthwhile.

G

reg Muir of Wolfram Engineering
reports that Manuals Plus, adivision of Ridge Equipment Co., plans to
close its doors in June.
For years, the Maryland-based company has been one of the largest dealers
of manuals for legacy test equipment
and other electronic gear in the United
States. But Greg received an email
recently announcing the planned clos-

ing. It encouraged customers to make an
offer on any manuals needed.
Greg sent an email requesting a
bunch of manuals for his Dranetz AC
line analyzer and associated plug-ins,
knowing that the normal cost of these
publications would exceed a couple of
hundred dollars; the company replied
with an offer of $50 for the bunch.
A company representative told him
that changes in documentation distribution, such as PDFs and numerous offerings on eBay, have really put acrimp in
sales. At this writing, it appears that no
one has offered to acquire the division,
so the inventory most likely will go into
adumpster.
Greg and Ishare a dislike in using

Fig. 5: The finished mount.
PDF'd manuals when trying to work on
a piece of equipment. By the time you
jump from page to page of amulti-part
schematic, you have forgotten where you
are going or what you are trying to do.
Greg dislikes having to print everything
out and end up with a "microprint"
schematic of an original D-size print.
If Workbench readers need test equipment manuals, now is the time to act. It's
worth checking out the se via the search
window at www.manualsplus.com to see
if they have what you need.

ACCURATE 24:7
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Changes in
documentation
distribution, such as PDFs
and numerous offerings
on eBay, have really put a
crimp in sales.

Becky Lawrence is the contact at
Manuals Plus; her email is sales@
manualsplus.com.

E

Trust the name broadcasters have counted on for precision
master clocks and timing-related products for over 40 years—ESE.
Our products accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a
choice of GPS, NTP, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time—all the time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world-class
timing systems designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.
/
142 Sierra Street,
El Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 322-2136

,i11;"

www.ese-web.com

ngineering consultant Tom Osenkowsky sent a note regarding the
high dummy load VSWR we discussed
in the April 8 column. He reminds us
that the reflected power meter is not
bandwidth restricted, so the meter will
show returns on it other than just the
carrier frequency. Ditto for modulation
monitors!
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.
com. Fax to (603)472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 45
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles West Coast
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
certified and a past recipient of the
SBE 'sEducator of the Year Award.

"If Icould put time in abottle...." Richardson
Electronics cEptures both the nixie tube dis-

IN PHOTOS

play zeitgeist and repurposing atransmitter
tube that prooably had emitted its last.

Vicky Kaseorg is author of " The Tower Builder,"
abcok about WBT(AM)'s distinctive Blaw-Knox
towers and their rebuilding after Hurricane Hugo,
headed up by Tony Fonseca of Turns Engineering.
They are shown at the NAB Bookstore.

Mel Karmazin, former head of SiiriusXM, CBS and
Viacom, made an appearance. " The ultimate connected car is going to be awhole lot better than
today," he said, according to atranscription published by Jacobs Media. "And on the dashboard,
you're going to be able to get your local radio station. You're going to be able to get your IP delivered. And you're going to be able to get satellite.
It's all the same. The audience doesn't think about
it any differently. There's nobody tiat's going to sit
back and say, ' Oh, Ilove my local radio. I'm not even
going to try listening to satellite radio.' ' Oh, my god
... Pandora is astreaming service — it's not really
radio.' Ithink that's garbage. Ithin.< it is all competitive companies in the audio space."
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Radio Stations and growing

WO Automation for RadiL
• Centralized content creation
• Centralized playlist creation and editing
• Multi- market voice tracking with multi- station and multicasting capabilities
• Seamless integration with WO Traffic for live log editing
• Enhanced integration with MusicMaster
• Remote management

To learn more or schedule ademo, go to: www.wideorbit.com/1400plus

Questions? Please Contact: Jim Hammond - D rector of Sales, Radio Automation
Office: + 1.214.451.4070 IMobile: + 1.469.744.1350 Ijlhammond@wideorbit.com

WIDECIRBIT
DRIVING THE BUSINESS OF /1 3vER11SING

© NAB/Robb Cohen Photography
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ft B SHOW
Where Content Comes to Life
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Dennis Heymans, Paul Sidow and
Bea Porta represented Myat and
its family of RF filters, rigid RF line
components and RF systems.

Bob Pittman, right, the chairman/CEO of iHeartMedia, chats with Michael E.
Kassan of MediaLink at the Media Finance and Investor Conference. Pittman's
company has launched aprogrammatic and automated ad buying platform for
its 850+ stations, and its national sales rep arm Katz Med:a Group will introduce aprogrammatic buying ad exchange for the industry. Tech company Jelli
is providing the underlying technology for these ad exchanges.

Nicole Santiago of
AudioScience holds ahalfheight AS15744 PCIe audio

0-1

card suitable for PCs with

eB

smaller form factors, as
• 10

often used in control and

fek
4

production rooms.

Com-Tech's visually distinctive " Tower of Power"
is made of cascading RF
sample sections. The colors
are not merely decorative;
they denote sub- functions,
and the red knurled pieces

Cybersecurity guru John McAfee shared astage with alot of zeros, ones and

are adjusters.

eyeballs, though he probably didn't need the dramatic backdrop to keep the
big crowd's attention.
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Do you need to tape don cables during
remotes? Tecnec Distributing showed the
Gaff Gun, away to make cables safe on carStephen Okpanach-Moses, director of engineering for Radio Nigeria, hears

pet or flooring and keep the fire marshal

about the system architecture of the STX10 10 kW FM transmitter from Bob

happy. A set of four " tunnel" inserts for the

Demuth of Broadcast Electronics.

underside accommodate multiple bundle
sizes and various gaffers tape widths.

g

POINT TO POINT TO POINT
Move audio between one or more points. Cost effectively.
The Intréplex IP Link amily of IP audio codecs provides high-end features at an affordable orce
Offering an array of audio coding options. the IP Lnk codecs are suitabie tor use in Studio to
Transrritter Links ( STLs) as well as audio contioution alci distributor networks. Support for P
multicast and mi.
unicast streams erables one encoder to feed multiple decoders.
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GATEs,, IP

The Flexiva'm air-cooled -71).1 solid-state
.raismitter family pr DvIdes today's
broadcaster with asingle t-ansnnission
platform capable of aialoc and digi -.al
operétion. Incorporating fneld-proven
GatesAir techr otogy, Flexima
transmitters deliver world- class
performance, reliability and quality.

The- Flex v<a NtWa
networkable cigital
aucio system delivE rs the extensive features,
operalanal flexib lity and robust
construct on needed for standa.one
opereicn in Doth onair and production
studbs, while the sun, oesktopstylir g
makes it perfect for rews booths, voice
tradkimg and portable applications.
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New built-in Intraplex® Synch'oCastTM technology for the IP Link enables precision-timed on- air
program delay for content delivery across large single-frequency networks. Ideal for broadcasters

and network operators covering large areas and difficult terrains, where many low- power
transmitters cover widespread populations.
Including flexible studio-to-transmitter, remote broadcast and internet delivery architectures.

Call SCMS for more information

1-800-438-6040
vvww scmsinc.com

Latin America
760650 1427

Western Mountain States

Central

Southern Gulf

North East

303-674-6566

315-623-7655

8b6205 6905

31 ;-623-7655

West Coast
818 398 7314

North Central
573 478 3737

Mid West
844 4364327
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Microphones, Headphones & Audio Monitors

What's In Your Studio?
Radio World asks some of its writers what
monitors they use at their facilities
the JBL LSR308s which are self-powered biamped with 56 watts for highs
and 56 watts for lows. Ireally like their
This issue of Buyer's Guide lists new
sound and they actually an affordable
solution at about $500 apair. They have
offerings in mics, headphones and monitors. Here, we asked several RW contheir LSR305s, but a 5-inch ` woofer'
tributors about their faves in monitoring.
(used loosely) just doesn't have enough
punch. Alternately, if you don't want to
Dan Slentz, director of engineering
use self-powered and still stay in this
and I.T., Fort Myers Broadcasting/Sun
price range, JBL Control 5s come in at
Broadcast Co.: "I was always a fan
about $320 apair.
of JBL 4312s. Can't begin to say the
"If Igo away from brand loyalty, I
think I'd certainly consider Mackie, Alesis
A golden oldie - .16L 4312, Dan's
or even KRK for their
favorite monitors. This is at one of his
low price. Genelec are
current charges, WINK(FM).
always great, but they
tend to break the bank
in cost.
"As a former rock
jock, Isee things from
the other side, where
talent really needs to be
immersed in the material they're playing, so
Istill put emphasis on
the studio sound."

Series

3.5 kW - 88 kW
Digital/Analog FM

me

At left, WAWZ's
main studio with
JBL 4408A monitors doing their
duty. Below:
Look at that
Yamaha NS- 10
in aproduction
studio at WAWZ.

Aaron Read, I.T. and engineering director, Rhode Island Public Radio:
"In Studio A, our main air studio, we have a pair of Genelec 1031A
speakers. In Studio B, our mic booth/production studio, we have asingle
Genelec I029A.
"I have agrant app out now to overhaul Studio B and that Genelec is
slated to be replaced by apair of Mackie HR824 Mark 2monitor speakers. If Icould get asecond 1029A Iprobably would, but they're long since
discontinued, and two new Genelecs would bust the budget. The reason
we have Genelecs is because WBUR(FM) used to own WRNI(FM)/RIPR
and built the original studios, and they had standardized on Genelecs back
in the day. Great speakers but major $$$!
"That grant app also includes several Fostex 6301 Ns for cue speakers
around the facility. Ihave their predecessor, the 6301, at some transmitter
sites, and they're great. Compact yet rugged and cam pump out areally
loud volume to cut through the roaring transmitter fan noise."

as

At left, aGenelec 1031A speaker is mounted

ro4
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"In
case
you're
interested, in my home
studio Iuse a pair of
Event 20/20s, powered
by aCrown D-75. Iwas
introduced to the Events
back when I worked
in a radio production
studio in Minneapolis
(ca. 1998-2003), and I
loved them."

nautei
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Curt Yengst, engineer, WAWZ(FM): "In our main studio we use apair of JBL
4408As powered by aCrown D-75 amp. We've been using this combination for
many years, and the DJs are very happy with it. Ialso have apair of 4408As in my
office. In the main production room, we use good old Yamaha NS- 10s because, as
the old saying goes, if it sounds good on NS- 10s, it'll sound good anywhere! They
are powered by an Alesis RA- 100 amp.

FIRSTPERSON

number of radio studios those beauties
(in looks and quality) were in — everywhere from KAZY 106.7 in Denver to
97.5 WONE in Akron/Cleveland. They
sounded sweet! But alas, they're now
found in the `antiques section,' where
you find them on eBay or the 43I2As
in Europe (at apretty steep price). The
4312s always seemed to sound best with
aCrown D-75 amp.
"I've always been afan of JBLs, so
Isometime use the Control series, and
when I 'get crazy,' Igo after the JBL
LSR4328s (about $ 1,600 apair!) which
is far above cheap, but when paired
with their subwoofer ( LSR310 at about
$400), really rock astudio! You can also
get the LSR series in a5.1 configuration
(which has always been my prime set-up
for TV master control rooms with apro
Denon 5.1 decoder)."
"My alternate (for self-powered) are

RADIOVVORLD

NEW!
Smaller Footprint

GV30

on apole in Rhode Island Public Radio's main
air studio. Top: A 1029A sits high on ashelf in
Studio Bproduction.
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TECH UPDATE
ELECTRO VOICE RE SERIES
CONTINUES TRADITION
With the recent addition of the RE320 microphone, ElectroVoice says it has broadened its portfolio of RE-grade broadcast studio microphones,
offering more flavors for various tastes.
This well-known product group uses EV's
Variable- D proximity control technology, which linearizes near-field tonal content, enabling the talent
to move around the mic without proximity effect
tonal shifts that EV says are common to other direc-

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

BUYER'S GUIDE
tional mics.
With a "vivid
sonic sheen
and luster," the
RE320 promises
exceptionally
wide frequency response, with robust LF response
and open transient detail, according to the company. Adding to its versatility is atwo- position filter
switch, where each switch position delivers its own
distinct sonic flavor, driven by its high-output neodymium capsule.
The RE320's siblings deliver their own unique
flavors. The RE20's sonic character is described as

Michael LeClair, chief engineer/manager of broadcast systems, WBUR(FM):
"Over the years we have been moving away from separate amplifier and speaker
combinations to self-powered monitors. Iprefer to use at least biamplified models whenever possible because they produce much more accurate sound. In our
smaller control rooms it can be tricky to fit in apair of nice monitors but we have
had very good results with speakers like the Genelec 8030A (now the 8030B)
with dual 40 W amplifiers. These will deliver asurprising number of SPLs into a
small- to medium-sized control room but can be tucked into small spaces to either
side of the mixing console and used as closefield monitors.

intimate, warm and controlled. For
personalities requiring crispness,
articulation and flexible filtering,
the RE27N/D promises asonic sampler plate by way of aneodymium
capsule and three separate voicing
switches. Users can warm up the mic
via its switchable LPF, as well as tailoring brightness via two separate HPF
contouring switches. Price ( RE320):
$423.50.
For information, contact ElectroVoice in
Minnesota at (952) 884-4051 or visit www.
electrovoice.com.

Ito
DR—lOX
Where The
Action Is

A pair of Genelec 8030s at home in asmall mixing studio.
"For larger rooms we still rely on our older Genelec 1031As that have been
going strong for many years. These are two-way speakers with an 8-inch bass
driver and dual 200 W amplifiers. They are rated to produce 120 dB SPL at 1
meter — much louder than anyone should ever really use in monitoring. Ilook for
at least an 8-inch bass driver for alarger control room because otherwise it can
be hard to hear bass accurately. For those with aserious budget consider going
up to 10-inch bass drivers and three-way speakers. An alternative to Genelec that
offers similar sound quality for somewhat less list price is something like the
Adam A7X.
"We have anumber of the Fostex 6301 15 W self-powered speakers. Ithink
the Fostexes are really just about perfect in terms of size, price and convenience
for smaller speakers. We use them for cue speakers, talkback, intercoms, editing
rooms and even small remote PA speakers where we only want just enough to
allow spectators to hear the broadcast. These speakers are very durable and have
survived all manner of abuses and road trips.
Finally, at the transmitter site agood rack-mounted monitor is anice thing
to have. Although expensive, the Wohler HRS-1S is asimple rackmount system
that delivers better than expected fidelity and enough level to cut through most
environmental noise at the transmitter site. For abit more you can get models that
include multiple channels of switching and metering if you need that but Ihave
been happy with the basic amplifier model."
Icould go on but Idon't want to overdo it. Love speakers.
What do you use and why? Email bmoss@nbmedia.com.

Hit the streets with TASCAM's DR- I
OX, the portable
recorder designed for ENG and interview recording.
Attached to your mic, it records for over 8 hours on a
single AAA battery. High- quality VVAV audio is captured
to amicroSD card, and the entire system is simple to
use in the field.
Learn how the DR- 10X can simplify your remotes at
tascam.com/product/dr- I
Ox
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TECHUPDATES
TASCAM SHIPS NEW CONDENSER MIC
Tascam's TM- 80 is acondenser microphone designed
and priced for home recording and project studio
duties.
The mic features an 18 mm aluminum diaphragm with
acardioid pickup pattern, useful on anything from vocals
to acoustic instruments. Internal circuitry is optimized to
reduce noise and distortion while retaining rich, full
sound quality.
Included with the TM- 80 are atabletop stand, sixfoot XLR cable and an elastic shock mount to reduce
rumble and noise during recording. Priced less
than many dynamic microphones, the TM- 80
is a must- have for any size studio. Price:
$59.99.
For information, contact Tascam at
tascam.com.

M-AUDIO OFFERS
THREE-WAY M3 SERIES
The M- Audio M3-6 and M3-8 ( shown) are
three-way active speakers suitable for studio
monitor use.
The M3-6 has a 1- inch silk dome tweeter/5inch woven Kevlar midrange unit and a6- inch
woven Kevlar woofer. The M3-8 uses an 8- inch
low-frequency driver. The company says Kevlar is
an ideal driver diaphragm material, strong, stiff
and light for afast transient attack, excellent
sensitivity and resistance to cone flexing and resonant breakup at high power levels.
The midrange and tweeter are mounted in line (the tweeter at the apex of the
midrange) at the same point in space. M- Audio says this means the sound of the
two drivers integrates without audibly- distracting time/arrival distortion of widelyspaced drive units. A concave integrated tweeter waveguide in front of the midrange cone focuses and directs the treble energy into the listening field, ensuring a
stable sonic image for the recording engineer.
Three high- current Class A/B internal amplifiers (totalling 160 watts in the M3-6,
220 in the M3-8) provide power to each of the speaker elements. Three- band EQ
shapes the sound to user needs; blue LEDs provide avisual aid for speaker placement.
The M3-6 retails for $ 449; M3-8 is $499.
For information, visit www.m-audio.com.

AKG C214 AIMS FOR VALUE
AKG says its C214 professional large- diaphragm condenser microphone has been designed as acost-effective alternative to the highend C414 family.

Nfla 6.2015

STEINBERG ADDS USB AUDIO INTERFACE
Steinberg's UR242
joins the UR44, UR22
and UR12 models of
USB audio interfaces to
offer various options
for broadcasters on
the go.
The company highlights their studiograde converters, build
quality, 24-bit/192 kHz
USB 2.0 audio interface
audio quality and class- compliant support for the iPad.
Front panel features on the
UR242 include two Neutrik combo connectors, each frorting Class A
D- PRE microphone preamps, peak LEDs, gain controls, dedicated pad
buttons for signal attenuation and a headphones jack with its own volume level control and a master output volume control. The back comes
with two TRS line inputs, two analog TRS line outputs, a USB 2.0 port, a
power supply connector and a power switch.
A loopback capability offers users asimple means to stream performances live to the Internet, merging the incoming signals with the
playback signal from Cubase Al DAW, availaole as a download to UR242
customers. The UR242, which offers latency- free monitoring, is compatible with other major recording software applications, supports the iPad
in class- compliant mode and includes drivers for Wlndows and OS X systems. The unit includes dspMixFx editor application for W ndows, OS X
and iPad.
Price: $ 199.
For information, visit www.steinberg.net.

JBL RELEASES 3SERIES
MONITORS
JBL Professional says its 3Series
studio monitors deliver exceptional
imaging and detail in any listening
environment.
They include the LSR305, a 5- inch
powered studio monitor, and the
LSR308, an 8- inch version. According
to JBL, the former has afrequency
response of 43 Hz to 24 kHz and a
peak SPL of 108 dB, while the ' atter
has a response of 37 Hz to 24 kHz and
a peak SPL of 112 dB.
JBL says these monitors use technology developed for its M2 Master
Reference Monitor, and that their Image Control Waveguide allows the
listener to hear greater depth and ambience . n recordings. Surrounding
the high- frequency tweeter and located above the woofer, the waveguide controls sound emanating from the monitor in the vertical and
horizontal planes. The waveguide optimizes the phase relationship of

Like the C414, the C214 offers a 1- inch capsule on an integrated
suspension to reduce mechanical noise. A switchable 20 dB pad allows
recording of loud sources of up to 156 dB SPL. A switchable bass-cut

the loudspeakers and the blend of directed and reflecting sound arriving
at the listening position.

filter allows close-up recording with almost no proximity effect.
The C214 captures sound by combining one capsule of the C414 dual-

JBL says the design allows subtle detail to be heard, even in a dense
mix, and that it produces awide stereo panorama with asolid phantom-

capsule system and AKG Back- Plate Technology; the company says this
results in performance close to the C414 XLII. A double- mesh, all- metal
grille protects the capsule and ensures RF immunity without affecting the microphone's acoustical performance. The C214 has a modern
scratch- resistant finish and gold-plated XLR output. Price: $ 399.
For information, contact AKG in California at ( 818) 920-3237 or visit
www.akg.com/pro.

center image. The waveguide enables 3 Series models to deliver neutral
sound across a large working space, regardless of room acoustics, eliminating the need for the user to be positioned directly in front of the
monitors when making critical adjustments to the mix.
The LSR305 retails for $ 149.99, the LSR308 is $ 249.99.
For information, contact JBL in California at ( 818) 894-8850 or visit
www.jblpro.corn.
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AUDIO-TECHNICA INTRODUCES BP40
BROADCAST MICROPHONE

ALESIS ELEVATE 6BUILDS ON M1
Alesis says that its Elevate 6 monitor is adescendant of its M1 monitors,
which it says are known for being rugged and dependable.

Audio-Technica's BP40 is a large-

There's an improved woofer, moving from the Ml's carbon fiber ta Kevlar in
the Elevate 6. Kevlar is lighter and stiffer than carbon fiber, giving the 6faster
transient attack and more linear response through the bass and midrange.
An elliptical tweeter waveguide has been added. The waveguide directs

diaphragm dynamic broadcast vocal
microphone that the company says
delivers rich, natural, condenser- like
sound. The 40 mm diaphragm features
floating- edge construction that maximizes diaphragm surface area and optimizes overall diaphragm performance.

the Elevate 6's dispersion in acontrolled, predictable pattern. The company
says this ensures awidened listening " sweet spot" even well off axis while
preventing random scattering of the sound, which would blur the son;c
image and reduce detail and intelligibility.
The Elevate 6's " radiused" baffle means that

The mic is equipped with a humbucking
voice coil to prevent electromagnetic
interference.
All- metal construction supports
dependable performance in professional broadcast environments.

when sound waves from the woofer and tweeter
reach the baffle's edge, they won't diffract or
degrade but radiate smoothly, the company says.
The Elevate 6 has afrequency response of 55
Hz-20 kHz, ± 3dB. It offers three- position HF

Its hypercardioid polar pattern
provides isolation of aspeaker's voice along with off- axis rejection. The mic is

and LF trim controls to customize the sound and
has internal 50 W LF amplifier/25 W HF Class A/B

equipped with a multistage windscreen that provides internal pop filtering.
According to the company, the capsule is placed back abit irom the windscreen

amplifiers, for smooth performance and gener-

in an optimal position to maintain commanding vocal presence even when the
speaker is not right up on the mic.
A switchable 100 Hz high-pass filter offers greater protection f-om popping.
The BP40 has afrequency response of 50 Hz- 16 kHz, sensitivity of — 48 dB ( 3.9
mV) re 1V at 1Pa, and 450 ohms impedance.
The BP40 comes with an AT8384 mounting clamp that fits 5/8- inch-27
threaded stands; a 5/8- inch- 27 to 318- inch- 16 threaded adapter; and a protective pouch. For more protection from noise, shock and vibration, the mic can be
used with the new optional AT8484 shock mount ($ 99), which fits 5/8- inch-27
threaded stands and is available separately. Price: $ 349.
For information, contact Audio-Technica U.S. in Ohio at ( 330)686-2600 or
visit www.audio-technica.com.

Compact size ( 15 x8.5 x10.3 inches) makes
placement easier; front-firing bass ports allow for
placement up to awall behind it without " blocking" the bass output. Price: $ 249.
For information, visit www.alesis.com.

DENON DELIVERS DN SERIES
The two-way DN-304S, DN-306S and DN-3085 ( shown) from Denon
Professional are designed to support multimedia playback. These speakers feature studio- grade acoustics. Larger models offer proximity controls for flexible
placement options.
The DN-3045 system comprises two acoustically- inert MDF speaker cabinets,
each containing a4- inch polypropylenecoated woofer and a 1- inch ferrofluidcooled tweeter mounted to a proprietary
waveguide. The left speaker contains the
system's stereo amplifier, rated at 20 W
per channel utiiizing Class A/B amplification. The DN-3045 features 1/4- inch balanced, 1/8- inch inch stereo and RCA unbalanced inputs.
The 100 W DN-306SA and 130 W
DN-308SA combine 1.25- inch silk dome
tweeters with 6- or 8- inch woven Kevlar
woofers, respectively.
A three- position proximity control adapts each speaker's
bass response for placement next to or away from walls, to maintain clarity and
balance. Standard VESA mounting holes on the bottom panel of each cabinet
expand the placement options from tabletops and shelves to walls and ceilings.
Balanced XLR and 1/4- inch ( 6.3 mm) inputs allow simple connection to common
audio sources.
The DN-3065 and DN-308S come with detachable metal grilles framed by a
liquid- smoke metallic trim. When on, a blue LED assists with placement orientation. The grilles attach to the baffle board by way of hidoen neodymium magnets, for a " fastener-free" appearance.
The company says the bracing in each 300- series cabinet has been optimized
to ensure that the drivers have asolid, vibration-free platform.
For information, visit www.denonpro.com.

ous clipping headroom.

eBooks: Tools for Strategic
Technology Decision-Making
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What's Next
for HD Radio
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Radio World's growing library of eBooks can assist
in
maximizing your investment in an array of platforms and
tools: licensed transmission, online streaming, mobile
apps, multicasting, translators, podcasts, RDS, metadata
and much more. The eBooks are ahuge hit with readers.
They help engineers, GMs, operations managers and
other top radio executives — radio's new breed of
digital, cross- platform decision- makers — understand
this new world and thrive in it.

Visit radioworld.com/ebooks i\h
k\\-
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I
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Submit your listings to: minderrieden

CONSULTANTS

Broadcast Engineering Software
-

1.•16.1••••••••••••••• • IC.•••••••••••••••••1

GRAlygiagocK.IN

OWL ENGINEERING INC

Service Inns Aile alms

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

Operalitrn AM/I'M
Field

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

engineering
and consulting experience
912-638-8028

• 'ssl and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

E-mail: infmiowleny,4mm " Member At CCI

4811.

.
W 11CO)WORLD

•AM Pro 2Tm, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping

oft

•Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommanderTm

Acoustics First
MN NO UBE CHU INTERNSToll- Free

n
o8.
7854300

Number: UV

www.Acousticerecœn
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

(800) 743-3684
recording of a network or any
other program fo!. replay later
as well as abask logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
MICROPHONES/

WANT TO SELL
CCA
FM8000G
107.9,
50129.9 hrs, like new; 4- Bay
Jampro antenna deicers, gd
cond; 4-bay Shively circul polar
FM antenna, manual. sherry@
prtcnet.org, or 859 533 5635.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)

HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sfxtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler (DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the

We'
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nbrock.com

ROTRON BLOWERS AND
PLATE BLOCKERS, new &
rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA.
McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435 Manderson Ti. Omaha
NE 68164 402-493-886 Email

CSI,

charlesgoodrich44.gmail.
corn
FOR THE BEST PRICE
24 Hr service on transmitting
tubes & sockets/pairs, new &
rebuilt coll Goodrich Ent. at 402493-1886 day ou night, www.

goodrichemerprises.com.

Expenence

Member AFCCE

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBIL1ER
MICA CAPACITORS

COMMUNICATIONS.

www.V-Soft.com
ACOUSTICS

.
11 ww.
for

evansengsol@gmail.com

202-393-5133

• ' Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments

EVANS
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS

Full- Service Broadcast Engineers
Transmitter Upgrade or Relocation
FM Translators
STL/TSL/RPU Licensing
Coverage Studies
(262) 518-0002

(Herd5years

• - Purchase Inspections • lntermodulation Studies

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TM

nt: Antenna and

rue:dint, DeNign

•Mlocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning

,ist631178.4-7341

e
:

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Consulting Communications Engineers

•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave Pro TM

nbmedia.com

...and so are the potential
buyers for your products
and services.

FROM STOCK
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JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
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Radio World's Classifieds section is agreat
to find things
for your business, and agreat place for prospects to find you!

FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
I

Contact Michele at 212-378-0400 ext. 523
or email munderneden@nbmedia.com

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovlgegte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco

radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO,
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc, Iwill pay for
copies... Feel free to call me at
925-284-5428 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
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TUNWALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

•

•

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Free sample SCA decoder.
417-881-1846.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

www.tunwallradio.com

REMOTE & MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL
TPL PA-61BE 400-512 mhz
60-80 watt amplifier, 8-15
watt irput, rack mount, $ 150;
Solar rack mount power supply
for TPL amp, 12 Volt DC, $ 150.
KJPXTV@gmail.com.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wiscons.n stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.

RADIOWORLD

May 6, 2015

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!
t3\
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES
WANT TO SELL

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmiters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
3.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
7.5 KW
&KW
10 KW
2D KW
20 K'N
27.5KW
30 KW
35 KW

2000
1995
'999
2006
2002
)997
1998
1989
1999
1988

Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state
Harris F&T5CD
Harris 5CD solid-state
Harris 75, solid-stale. unused
Harris Z7.5CD, solid-state, SPH
CCA FM8000G, single phase
Harris 210CD, solid state
BE FM208
Harris HT20, New Final
Continental 816R-4B, New CE SS IPA

1988
1991

Harris FM3OK
BE Fmni3

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.corn, tor alditional listings.

re=

Continetral CLeete.otrie..3
11011.

---

nautei

HARRIS
crown

Used AM Transmitters

BrOROCRST

Plearie see our website or contact us for current listing
TV Transmitters- Analog and Diaital
Used FLU TV Transmitters**Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwarz' " Harris Maxiva

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauipment
BE E30, SCA Ganerator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air -cooled RF Load
Hams N + Cortroller
Marli ME 40 FM exciter
iiACI 4Port 1-5/8" Coaxial Switch

New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Digital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
Antennas
(10 Wto 10 KW)
STL

Tv

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7351
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom efmamtv.con
. - ,

RCA BTF20E1-25 kW pristine FM xmtr for sale, looks
new, ready to oo, complete
incl ceramic fina!, located in
Kansas City, MO, you will have
to arrange pick up trucking with
us, make offer, would fit in large
U- Haul truck, 4300 pounds. C
Harder, 386-397-4489,
North Texas Radio Group,
we have for sale the following transmit., ers recently
removed from service, all
units come complete, with
instruction manuals and schematics, you may purchase them
on their current freq's or we
can have them fully tested and
tuned at our lab to the freq. and
preset output power required
with full test data sheets, Nautel
Amphet 50 kw solidstate 780
kc; Nautel N.D. 25 kw solidstate
1290 kc; Nautel N.D.2.5 kw solidstate 670 kc (less than 900
hours); Continental 816R-5 35
kw with 802 exciter; Continental
816R-4 30 kw with 802 exciter;
Continental 816R-3 27.5 kw
with 802 exciter; Continental
816R-2 25 kw \Pith 802 exciter;
Continental 816R- 2A 21.5 kw

with 802 exciter; (3) Continental
816R-2 20 kw, with 802 exciters; Collins 831 G2 25 kw with
802 exciter; Collins 831 G 20
kw with 802 exciter; Collins
831 G 10 kw with 802 exciter;
CCA 25 kw solid-state exciter;
CCA 20 kw solid-state exciter
(single phase); BE FM 35 kw
with FX 50 exciter; BE FM 20
kw with FX 50 exciter; Harris 20
Kwith MX- 15 exciter; Harris 10
Kwith MX- 15 exciter; Harris 10
H-3 with MX- 15 exciter; Harris
5 K with MX- 15 exciter; Harris
2.5 Kwith MX15 exciter; Collins
831D 2.5 kw with solidstateexciter; CCA 2500 Ewith solisstate exciter; Altronics 6612 air
cooled dummy load(low hours);
New Blanc Royal 200 foot self
supporting super tower, for full
information and price quotes
with freight via AIR Ride Van
(prepaid) Direct Line 972-9316055 or WITKEAUX@yahoo.
corn.
Collins 831d-2 FM xmtr;
Belar Stereo Monitor; Belar
FM Monitor; Harris xmtr, tuners
and abunch more. Gary or Oz,
Tri County Broadcasting, 320252-6200.

AN"

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrode 3
Pentodes
NEW SOCKE rs &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
CALL ( 800) 414-:-:23
Intl (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795
Visit our Web Site at
www.cpii.com/eimac
=
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HELP WANTED

Wisconsin Public Radio
Automation Specialist to
manage our broadcast
and production systems.
Requires: bachelor's degree

AIM

www.amgroundsystems corn

866-22RADIO

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

is seeking aBroadcast
AM Ground Systems Co

POSITIONS WANTED

or equivalent; 5yr. experience in acomputerized
broadcast environment and
more... Details: www.wpr.
org/job-opportunities.
Betsy.nelson@wprorg,
608-262-5221. EOE

Experiened radio station manager seeks
new management opportunity. More than
39 years experience in radio. Willing to relocate. Family-friendly format(s) preferred. Send
details about your management opening to:
radiogm@hotmail.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is avaiklie for shows, correspondent, features,
etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adane
rubbinsracingshow.com.
Fresh, modern, renaissance woman,
musiciradio junkie. An outgoing personality, very fast learner, and hard-working.

Strong copywriting, and on-air talent capacities. Latrice, 817-443-7493 or latrice.r.bge@
gmail.com.
Are you a small market station needing a good nuts & bolts engineer in the
Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available
for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
initchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Hard-working, team- player with a lot of
energy and passion daily. Self- motivated to
achieve any obstacle in front of me. Charles
Lyons Jr. 817-791-1235 or Charleslyonse
yahoo.com.

yoU IRE IN
THE RIGHT
PLACE!
RADICrA"D)
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

For more information,
call Michele at
212-378-0400 ext. 523

Burk Technology's Melanie Paras keeps up with the

NABSHOW
Where Content Comes to Life

•

•

.

consequences of touching the touch- screen. The
company celebrated its 30th anniversary, showing a
timeline of its product introductions and adisplay of

IN PHOTOS

archival Radio World advertisements.
Mani

Dimitar Atonasov of Deva
Broadcast, right, runs through
. 11:dge
••••

the monitoring features of the
DB4004 for Carlos Acero of Radio
Genesis. NAB reported about

el!

•

26,500 international attendees.
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Consulting engineer Tom Ray is working to
establish aNorth American Codec Manufacturers Interoperability Group. Comrex is on
board and provided seed funding; Ray said he
hopes to make this an industry- wide effort.

Charles Sather, center, chief engineer of Koahnic
Broadcast Corp. in Anchorage, Alaska, won a

GatesAir introduced the FLX series of liquid- cooled

Bridge- IT XTRA IP audio codec and Report- IT

transmitters. Shown are redundant circulating pumps,

Enterprise bundle from Tieline. He's shown with

expansion tank and some plumbing. The 10 kW ver-

Tieline's Charlie Gawley and Jake Daniluck.

sion can have pumps in the

5_

ame rack as the transmit-

ter proper. Heat exchanger assemblies, not shown,

Don Jones, left, co-founder of the RF Specialties
Group, shares alaugh with NAB President/CEO

complete the loop. Liquid- cooled RF pallets are plug-

Gordon Smith, who presented Jones with acer-

and- play.

tificate of appreciaton for 50 years of NAB Show
attendance.
Dave Edmiston, CEO of SWR Inc.,
speaks with Greg and Ginny Buzzell
of Rockfleet Broadcasting.
•••••••ire.',.

te

,41111

David Simpson, chief of the FCC's PubLic Safety and Homeland
Security Bureau, speaks about the future of EAS. Damon Penn,
assistant administrator of the National Continuity Program of
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, looks on.

Kintronic Labs President Tom
King,, center, was congratu-

Ccme talk to us about AM Revit

lated, by colleagues for receiving the NAB Radio Engineering

and how you can help!

Acnieve,ment Award. He is
shown, with Glynn Walden,
senior VP of engineering for
CBS Radio ( himself apast
award recipient), and Lauren
Libby, president of T'WR/Trans
World Radio. The concerns
of AM broadcasters were a
theme of the show, with FCC
Chain-tan Ton Wheeler saying
he will propose chamges to AM
rules soon.

It wa3 the year of the drone. Floor demos, sessions ar daspecial pavilion e<plored the technical, safety and privacy considerations.

Eventide Chairman
Richa .d Factor of
Even:ide, left, and
Wheatstone CEO
Gary

Jessica Shute

now shake

of Broadcasters

hands on their

General Store uses

companies' coop-

an Icom 1P100H

eration. Eventide's

walkie-talkie to

new BD600W delay

converse with

urit comes with

Cam Cornelius of

WheatNet-IP net-

"The Dave Ramsey

working milt in, for

Show." Between

irtegra:ion of pro-

them is a Neumann

fanity de.ay into the

'>2

TLM ,
103 micro-

WheatNet-IP audio

phone.

and control network.
Luca
Beng,onzini
Elenas, left,
discusses the
company's
E10000 •= 1Y1

Kevin Campbell of WorldCast Systems
Leads a Broadcast Engineering
Conference ,presentation on '" he Audio
Cloud."

amplifier
with Ecward
Seaman of
GLobtek.

Eugene Jonnson, CEO of Ward- Beck
Systems, shows oltf an eye-catching
LED VU meter.

Arrakis Systems' Dale De ta Poirte, right, discusses the MARC 15 console
with Jack Ond -acek. director of engineering for Centro Familiar Cristiano,
left, and Chery. Ondracek.

*
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RADIOWORLD

READER'SFORUM

CATALOG MEMORABILIA

ONLINE FILES, PROS AND CONS

tockphoto/totallyPic.com

Mr. Hayes makes agood argument to end public files. They lack relevance; much
is redundant or available elsewhere; and they are burdensome ("Why Do We Need
Public Files, Anyway?:' Feb. 11).
There is aflip side to the argument. Ihave looked at more public files since TV
went to the Internet than ever before. Frankly, it is burdensome to go to the station
or its lawyer/designated repository; and it's alittle daunting, like buying birth control
in abig box store.
With curiosity as my main driver, it was hard to ask for the file or quickly gain the
trust or respect of the keeper, understandably looking down their nose with unspoken
defensive inquisitiveness. The file often was in poor shape and, dare Isay, strewn
about. Idon't think Iwas ever asked to sign the sheet, nor did Iask for acopy of
anything.
Personally, Ithink it is agood thing to have the public file easily anonymously and
universally available. The broadcast contract is public spectrum in return for serving
the public interest.
Admittedly, astation that is programmed from an out-ofstate server — and offering endless hours of ahighly
distributed and long ago exhausted buffoon of
broadcasting dreaming up the next conspiracy
— probably is irrelevant. Maybe even too
irrelevant to deserve alicense.
Maybe it's not about maintaining the
file. Maybe it's about gathering the community information, and even if it's just the
secretary or the engineer committing it
to print, the thought process required
certainly doesn't hurt. Maybe
the owners and management will occasionally
even look at their public
file, if it's online.
Fred Baumgartner
Elizabeth, Colo

MICS
Responding to the March Iarticle " What's in Your
Production Toolbox?":
Ihave used the Zoom H4n for over five years. Not
willing to give it up, as the stereo mic features and portability are great. Irecord live bands with or without
the internal mics. It features compression settings and
SD card and USB for connecting to the outside world.
Emmis New York uses them for the street teams to
capture listener responses.
Timothy Braddock
Assistant Chief Engineer
Emmis Communications New York
New York

ADVERTISER

The News Source for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say:

I've been reading Radio World
for 30+ years and still have to
drop what I'm doing to peek
inside. I
learn something from
nearly every issue.
Joseph M. Davis, P.E.
Yorktown, Va.

Enjoyed Mr. Angelo's column ("Preserve Radio History, Together:' March 1
issue). His organization is agreat example of how to preserve radio history at
the local level.
As we begin collecting memorabilia and artifacts of Georgia radio history, we
hear story after story about corporate takeovers and the destruction of items al
stations all over the state. An engineer recently told me that, when one of the big
companies bought the station he worked for, they filled dumpsters with anything
from the station's history. He rescued many priceless pieces of history and has
entrusted them to us to preserve. We work closely with Georgia State University
to preserve the history of radio broadcasting in Georgia.
What you don't see on our Web pages are the hundreds of documents and
items being catalogued and preserved. They are, and will be, available to
researchers for the future. Iwould be happy to talk to any readers interested in
starting apreservation effort in their market of state.
John Long
President
The Georgia Radio Museum and Hall of Fame
St. Marys, Ga.

ADVERTISER INDEX

RADIO

Chesapeake RF Consultants IL(
Radiofrequenry Consulting Engineers
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This listing is pro, ided for h.. convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

WEB SITE/URL

wwmarrakis-systems.com

13

Arrakis Systems Inc.

11
4

Axia - The lelos Alliance

7

Comrex Corporation

www.comrex.com

12

Oeva Broadcast Ltd

www.devabroadcast.com

Burt Technology

www.axiaaudio.com
www.burk.com

www.ese-web.com

18

ESE

30

Heil Sound, Ltd.

15

Inovonics Inc

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com

14

Lightner Electronics

www.lightnerelectronics.com

8, 14, 22

Nautel Ltd.

31

Radio Show

1

Radio Systems Inc

21

SCMS

10

Studio Technology

23

Tascam

9

Tieline Technology

2, 16-17, 32

Wheatstone Corporation

19

Wide Orbit

www.heilsound.com

www.nautel.com
www.radioshowweb.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.scmsinc.com
www.studiotechnology.com
www.tascam.com
winniv.tieline.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.wideorint.com
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EARLY BIRD DEADLINE: MAY29

REGISTER TODAY AND SAVE!

Produced by NAB and RAB

BOLD IDEAS

PROFITABLE STRATEGIES

Sept. 30- Oct. 2, 2015 IAtlanta, Ga.
Get your hands on the hottest ticket

in radio and register for the
2015 Radio Show!
HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE
All- new schedule
Supercharge your experience
with new events that give you the
most bang for your buck

Brand new programming
for young professionals,
plus a discounted
registration rate

Tons of cutting- edge technology
and networking opportunities in
the Marketplace Exhibit Hall

Tuesday night's Kickoff Party
Arrive on September 29 to
start your stay off right

Registration sponsored by:

Marketron

Kickoff party sponsored by: AVID(

Visit RadioShowWeb.com to learn more and register today!

grà facebook.corntradicshowweb @radioshowweb I# radioshow2015
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AMR.

E-1
_

IP Meters

Screen Builder

LX - 24
TS-22
Talent Station

L-8 t-12
Scheduler

Audioarts D-76

N.

vuiator

ACIs for Automation
and Interface with
Wheatstone Partners

(
w/WNIP Module)

,

E-6

MANAGED GIGABIT
ETHERNET SWITCH
I/O BLADES

„Q„00

ENGINE BLADES
WHEAI.D

l
e***

Mix Engine BLADE(s) or
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The Complete IP Audio Network Ecosystem
It's all here. Everything you need (or will) for your 1P Audio Network system. Gigabit distributed intelligent network, a
comprehensive audio toolkit complete with mixers, dynamics, processing, clip players and much more, PLUS an integrated
control layer that provides full, interactive control between all gear - everything on the network - including our partners'
equipment. And its AES- 67 compatible. Plug and play with CAT- 6cable and you are ready to go. And go. And go....
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